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The story begins with Allen an attorney at law who specializes in environmental

concerns. The kind of attorney you might hire if you had a company that had just been
sued by the government for polluting the Willamette River. An Oregon grad a duck with
a law degree from Lewis and Clark who preferred to ride his bike to his law office rather
than pollute the air and besides it was good exercise. Allen had become disenchanted
with the political arena and its disregard for the environment, all too often he witnessed
the courts siding with big business because it was all politically motivated.

Jane his Para legal secretary a recent grad from Willamette University met Allen
thru a classified ad he posted. Jane came from a wealthy family the only child and her
fathers pride and joy. She attended the U of W graduating with honors on her father’s
dime. When she graduated he continued to support her thru law school at Willamette
University paying her rent, buying her a car and giving her a credit card. Jane finally had
enough determined to make on her own without her dads help she responded to Allen’s
classified ad. Jane’s father feared that he had failed, that his daughter was about to make
the biggest mistake of her life. Jane made it clear to Allen what her intentions were and
he offered her a place to stay at his home in Lake Oswego. Jane moved in gave back her
car to her dad and rode her bike along with Allen to his law office. Allen was not the
most organized person you would meet and Jane soon found this out. She would later
take on added responsibilities like fixing meals for Allen or making arraignments for
repairs on his lake front home. Allen in need of break asked Jane if she would like to go
on a fishing trip.

He heard of a guy named Marvin that was a river guide who fished out of cascade
Locks. Marvin knew the river better than anyone and most like due to the fact that he was
part Indian. He had heard of stories from his ancestors on how the river once flowed
freely and with so much salmon that the river was named the sticking river from the smell
of the dead fish along the bank. The river ran unobstructed and with such force that it
created white caps. It could easily capsize any boat. Marvin was disgusted with the way
the Columbia was turned into a series of lakes with the construction of 13 dams
stretching from Canada, Washington and Oregon. Salmon that once spawned in
tributaries leading into the Columbia no found it nearly impossible to make it back home.
The government’s solution to this outcry was to build fish farms to increase the Salmon
population. The wild Salmon eventually breed with farm raised Salmon that completely
change the genetics of the Salmon that took thousands of years to create. With Marvin’s
help Allen and Jane could experience the mighty Columbia and the Salmon it had to
offer. Along the way to meet Marvin in Cascade Locks Allen pulled off at Multnomah
Falls to view not only the falls but the vast amount of tourists who had turned this natural
wonder into a sideshow along the Interstate. Concession stands selling souvenirs and
snacks even a place were truckers could pull over and sleep over for the night.

 Allen had seen enough it was time to go when they noticed a man hitch hiking
near the on ramp leading back to the interstate. Jane told Allen to keep going but Allen
had some type of connection with the hitch hiker that made him stop to pick him up.
Where you headed? Allen asked. As far as you are going he said. Well were just going up
the road to Cascade Locks. Anything is better than here he said so he climbed into
Allen’s minivan. So what is your name Allen asked the man? Bobby he said, I fought in



Vietnam. I was a fighter pilot and was shot down and became a POW for them bastards.
When I finally got out the government put me on disability they claimed I had been
traumatized so much that I was unfit for civilian life. To this day I have trouble when I
am around large crowds especially if there are Asians staring at me. I  can’t help it I get
flash backs when I was a prisoner and they would all stand around and laugh at me
talking in that Viet cong accent. The other day I was on the Max train in downtown
Portland and had to get off. I went into a cold swear and my heart started pounding faster
when some Asians got on the train. The doctors all want to prescribe me pills to deal with
my anxiety. I can’t spend my whole life high as a kite in order to make it from one day to
the next. Allen is all ears with Bobby’s story but Jane is starting to get tired with his
company and feels like there is no hope for Bobby and that he should move on. Allen
suggests to Bobby that he go fishing with them and he will pay his way. Bobby said that
has got be the best offer I have received in along time.

 As they enter into Cascade Locks they see a man standing at boat dock. That
must be Marvin our fishing guide as they approach Marvin he said to Allen I though it
was only two of you coming along. We just met Bobby and felt he could use a day of
fishing too. Marvin states well I only brought along enough gear for 3 but I guess we can
back into town and pick up another rod and reel. Do you mind if we stop at a store along
the way pick up some beer Bobby says. Marvin says that’s find but the river is rough
their and you better be careful you don’t fall out of the boat. Don’t worry Bobby says I
have been in worse situations. The four of them our now packing in there gear into the
boat and donning there life jackets. Marvin fires up the boat and they push off into the
mighty Columbia River. Instantly they throttle up to full power as they try to head up
river the wind is so fierce that they barely move at all. Marvin says that he knows of a
spot where fish like to lay low and rest while they try to make it up the river. As they
reach the spot Marvin drops the anchor and the boat bobs up and down on top of the
white caps. Marvin says that years ago you could drop your line in and limit out within
15 minutes. Today he says you are lucky if you get a bite all day. They day goes on and
still no bite they now move up and down the river in search of Salmon. It is starting to get
dark and Marvin wants thinks they should call it a day. He said that he has salmon he
could BBQ if they all wanted to stay for dinner. Allen and Jane agree to take up Marvin’s
offer Bobby offers to do the dishes or what ever in order to help out with the meal.
Marvin fires up the BBQ and puts the foil wrapped Salmon on the grill. Allen and Jane
make a trip into town to get some more beer. It’s turned out to be quite a day even though
we didn’t catch any fish he says to Jane. It to bad that the salmon population has
dwindled down to nothing it makes you wish you could blow up all those dams. As they
head back to the BBQ Allen starting to feel his beers tells Marvin that somebody needs to
take out them dams and let the Salmon and Columbia roam free again. Marvin agrees as
he opens another Mirror Pond Beer. The government thinks they have an answer for
everything. When there is a public outcry that there is no more Salmon returning back up
to spawn, they come up with the solution to build fish farms. Now the salmon are diluted
with generic fish that have no idea on what they are suppose to do. What is a farm raised
Salmon suppose to do return to the fish farm to spawn, Marvin says. Bobby states that it
is just another example of the government screwing up another good thing. I say we blow
up these dams one by one. I owe them one they stuck me in the middle of mosquito
infested jungle with Vietcong all around me and told me I was fighting for my freedom.



Well if they want freedom then free the salmon from these dams. I am with you says
Marvin. Me to says Allen if we don’t stand up for the Salmon nobody will. Allen I don’t
think that’s a very good idea says Jane, what about your integrity as an environmental
attorney. I am tired of making up excuses for other peoples actions. We are not helping
out the environment we are just part of the bureaucracy. We need to take a stand once and
for all I am all for this when can we start. How about tomorrow Bobby says, you would
need a nuke to take out Bonneville Dam says Marvin. Let’s talk more about this in the
morning. Allen and Jane to drunk to drive decide to sleep in the minivan. Marvin goes
back into his one bedroom cabin and Bobby lays out his sleeping bag under the stars.

The next morning gun shots ring out, I got him says Marvin. It dear season and I
have been waiting for that buck to come around here. Allen still recuperating from last
night says you just about blew my ear drums out. Bobby was thinking he was under fire
back in Vietnam. Jane is shaking her head and thinking that maybe her dad was right, but
on second thought this is the most fun she has had in a long time. Marvin begins to dress
the deer and Bobby starts making breakfast for the gang. So how do we go about blowing
up that dam Allen says to Bobby. Unless you have a nuke your not that dam is built to
withstand the pressure of holding back the Columbia River. The best thing you could
hope for is to at least put a crack in it and let the river do the rest of the work. Do you
have any ideas Allen says to Bobby. They have pretty tight security in the turbine room
and you would not have enough time to set your charge before so you got caught. I do
have one idea, what Allen says. Well what if we flew a plane right up the river and
smashed into the dam. I flew many missions back in Vietnam and this would be no
different. Sounds good Allen says but where are you going to get the plane and are you
sure it is going to work. I am not sure of anything Bobby says but one thing I do know is
that it will knock out power for the entire region and it will get there attention. Marvin is
done dressing his deer and ready for some breakfast.

So what did we decide, we are blowing up Bonneville dam with a hijacked plane
Jane says to Marvin. Good luck do you know how hard it will be to commandeer a jet out
of PDX with fighter planes dispatched instantly out of  the Oregon Air National Guard
Base. If there is a will there is a way says Bobby. I can sneak into Flightcraft where they
do maintenance work on Jets before they are allowed to fly again by the FAA. The planes
will be empty and when they have completed there scheduled maintenance they are
topped off with jet fuel. It’s at this point where if I could get behind the controls of one of
these birds I could launch it down the Columbia like a cruise missile. Are you willing to
risk your life over some Salmon says Jane? No, all I have to do is get the plane dialed in
and headed in the right direction and put it into auto pilot. A mile before impact I will
jump out of the plane from one of the exit doors and swim to shore and meet everybody
at Marvin’s cabin. What about the fighter pilots says Marvin, that’s I chance I have to
take says Bobby but as soon as I get airborne I figure it will be 15 minutes tops until
impact. I don’t think they will respond that quickly especially if I can convince the tower
I am just taxing the plane back to the terminal. Sounds like a plan to me says Marvin, the
Salmon and Columbia River will be one step closer to freedom. Jane says to Allen we
need to get back to town we have a court date in the morning and we have to finish up
our case. Everybody agreed that they would all meet back at Marvin’s cabin the
following night to play some cards drink some beers and plan there assault.



The next evening everyone is excited about the event that is about to unfold. This
will be a day to remember says Marvin for generations to come, long live the Salmon. I
will drink to that says Bobby I second that says Allen, Jane take a puff of her funny
cigarette. Case after case of beer is drunk until Allen falls into a slumber, Jane helps him
to bed. Marvin falls out of chair and knocks himself out, he looks quite peaceful says
Bobby to Jane. Are you up for another card game Jane or are you to stuck up to play with
a disabled homeless vet. What’s your wager says Jane, you’re a loser you have nothing.
How about a friendly game of strip poker, you have to be kidding I find you repulsive. So
are we on. Deal the cards she says. After a few games Bobby and Jane make there way
into the hot tub and Jane smokes her funny cigarette while Bobby puts away some more
beers. You better get some rest Bobby you have a lot of work to do tomorrow, I better get
back to Allen before he wakes up says Jane.

The next day Marvin starts cooking breakfast while Bobby and Allen attempt to
wake up after a hard night of partying. Bobby wakes up and plans his attack. The best
time to hijack a plane is during there shift change. There is a 15 minute window where
nobody gives a dam what happens because they are not on the payroll. I need to be in the
plane between 3:30 and 3:45 the employees will think the plane is just getting moved to
another location. It is now noon and Allen and Jane are getting ready to drive Bobby to
PDX. Marvin all prized personal possessions to higher ground just in case the dam does
go. Allen and Jane are now well on there way with Bobby to PDX. Where do we let you
out says Allen to Bobby? Let me out along side of the road they will think I am one of
those Port of Portland guys that trim the grass. I will sneak into flightcraft as soon the
shift ends and climb into one of them jets. Bobby makes his move he gets a few weird
looks but for the most part the employees have better things on there mind as they leave
the building. Bobby finds a jet a 767 same kind used during 911. Taking control of the
aircraft he fires up the engines and radios the tower that he is taking the plane back to the
terminal the tower acknowledges and Bobby powers up the GE engines. Bobby now has
a clear shot of the runway and he gives the plane full thrust and within seconds he is
airborne. Immediately the tower radios Bobby that he is in violation and has unauthorized
use of the aircraft and airspace. Bobby ignores the calls while the plane is clearly within
striking distance of Bonneville Dam. The tower issues a hijacking alert to the Oregon
National Guard and pilots make there way to there fighters, but it is too late Bobby has
the dam in sight. The fighters are now airborne and try to get a lock on the aircraft to
shoot it down. Bobby now slows the aircraft down and sets the auto pilot as he nears the
dam. He walks out the cockpit door to the exit door and opens it up to see the Columbia
below. He notices a man below waving at him and jumps from the plane.

The impact from the water has nearly knocked him out but he now notices the
man waving at him it is Marvin, and he pulls him into the boat. Suddenly the plane slams
into the dam creating a giant inferno and blackout through out the Northwest. The inferno
melts the turbines and the dam is cracked but still stands. The inferno is soon
extinguished by the river and the wreckage sinks to the bottom. The fighter pilots
continue to scan the area for any more threats and orders to shoot first ask questions later.
A national emergency declared for the Pacific Northwest and Portland is experiencing
pandemonium. Emergency generators at local hospitals fire up, police receive calls of
looting it is now uncontrollable madness. The mayor orders a curfew for all and anyone
caught outdoors after midnight will be arrested. Meanwhile Marvin has tied up the boat at



the boat dock and Allen and Jane are waiting to help get Bobby back to the cabin. They
will be looking for us says Bobby I am pretty sure them fighter pilots saw me jumping
out of the plane and getting picked up in the boat. We have to get out of here right away
the FBI, CIA, Military and every law enforcement agency within a hundred miles will
have us surrounded. Now what says Jane, I know of a trail leading out of Horse shoe falls
that leads you to a cave near Larch Mountain. We could pack up some gear and head up
there until things settle down says Marvin. Sounds great says Bobby they will have
helicopters, dogs, night scopes and every high tech gadget you can think of trying to find
us and that cave will make a good cover. Allen and Jane decide that they will try to drive
back to Lake Oswego besides it would be hard to prove that they were involved. Jane
turns on the radio in the minivan and hears the news; Bonneville Dam hit by aircraft
damage is excessive turbines destroyed and dam has cracked. Allen is excited we did it
all we have to do now is wait for the river to punch a hole thru the crack and we will have
succeeded. Marvin says to Allen you have to go now I can hear sirens. Jane fires up the
minivan and they are gone. Marvin and Bobby pack up enough food and water for a week
and some guns and ammo just in case.

As they begin to hike out they notice Allen’s minivan has been pulled over by the
police, they will be alright says Marvin. Bobby and Marvin make there way to Horseshoe
Falls and the trail that will lead them to there hideout. Wont they suspect you were in on
it bobby says to Marvin. No they will think that I left because I was out of electricity and
that I was afraid the dam would give and my home would be destroyed. Suddenly a
helicopter appears a Blackhawk with an infra red night scope. They have been spotted
and are now running down the trail with 60 pound packs on their backs. How much
further to the cave says Bobby to Marvin, about 5 miles to go. As they reach the cave
Marvin explains to Bobby that it used to be an old lava tube and Indians used it for
shelter for centuries. We can hide out here for long time says Bobby back in Vietnam
them Asians practically had a city underground and could withstand the poundings from
B52 bombers. There is even a spring were we can get fresh water if we need to all we
have to worry about is having enough food. Marvin says we will have enough that deer I
killed a couple days ago, I brought it up here to hang and made jerk out of it. You think
of everything Bobby says to Marvin, you have to he says or else they will catch us. So
when do you what to blow up The Dalles Dam. Not so fast they will have that dam so
tightly secured you would probably get arrested just looking at it. Now Mica is a different
story I hear if you take that one out you get 10 more down river. Meanwhile Allen and
Jane return to their Lake Oswego home and Allen fires up the auxiliary generator. I am
sure glad I took this job Jane says to Allen you don’t get to do things like this in school.

As time went on Allen and Jane got married and she became pregnant. Marvin
was forced to sell his property because of the eminent danger of the dam breaking and
was paid 10 times more than what he paid for it originally. Marvin relocated to Montana
not far from the Canadian border and Mica Dam. Bobby moved into shed behind his
house and the two of them played cards drank beer and conjured up ways of taking out
there next target. We will free this river from all the dams and the Salmon will once again
swim unobstructed once more, proclaimed Marvin. I will drink to that said Bobby as
shuffled the deck and dealt a hand to Marvin. A motor home pulls into Marvin’s
driveway its Allen and Jane, we got bored back home and came here looking for some
excitement. You came to the right place says Marvin.


